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In the last three decades numerous efforts have been made developing atmospheric

pressure non-thermal plasmas (APNTP) for industrial applications. These applications

are aiming on cost reduction, improved product quality, and reduced environmental

impact of industrial production processes. Development of APNTP actuators has been

supported by fundamental research on dielectric breakdown in gas mixtures,

spatial-temporal developmentand electrical properties of gas discharges, formation

and reactions of chemically active species, and fluid dynamics.Imaging and laser

spectroscopy as well asmodeling and numerical simulation turned out to be essential

for successful application oriented research. Sophisticated solid state power supply

concepts coupling electrical energy efficiently into the plasma have been devised.

Depending on the type of plasma actuator and application these power supplies

provide DC voltage, continuous or pulsed AC voltages with frequencies from some 10

kHz up to some 10 MHz, or pulsed repetitive voltages.

APNTP applications being part of industrial production processes cover e.g. surface

conditioning and coating utilizing dielectric barrier discharges or atmospheric pressure

plasma jets. Here the benefit of non-thermal plasma application is reducing utilization

of chemicals being harmful for health or environment or, in the best case, substituting

such chemicals completely. For cleaning of exhaust gases from industrial production

processes APNTP often is combined with filtering or catalysis. Since here treatment of

large volume flows is required corona discharges or large stacks of DBDs are utilized.

The development of cleaning technologies based on plasma assisted catalysis is

challenging since it requires understanding how plasma processes and catalytic

processes interact with each other. However, recently methods for the

characterization of plasma catalytic processes as well as reactor concepts for efficient

exhaust gas cleaning have successfully been developed.
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